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Offboarding:
Off-boarding process is a series of steps that streamline the formal
separation of an employee from a company while taking care of various
dimensions such as expertise sharing, exit interviews, asset recovery, and
finishing up the necessary forms and formalities. It can have a major
impact on your branding.

Your employees might leave the organization through resignation,
retirement, or termination. The off-boarding process must align with every
scenario and provide employees a positive experience that makes them
feel valued.

In Zimyo HRMS you can seamlessly manage all these mentioned scenarios
seamlessly. To access the Off-boarding module, follow below mentioned
steps:

When you open the off-boarding module, you land at the overview page
as shown below. Here, you can access and identify important metrics and
analytic related to attrition and exit of employees in your organization and
use these insights for a better future experience.



Overview:

In the overview section, you can view following metrics:

Employee Off boarded: Shows the count of off boarded employees in last 30/60/90
days.

Total Employee Left: Shows the count of employees off boarded vs manual exit.

Manual Exit: Shows the count of employees manually exit in last 30/60/90 days.

Average Off boarding Time: Shows the average time taken from the resignation
date of the employee to the FNF settlement.

Off boarding Status: Shows the count of employees as per the off-boarding status
i.e. Pending, Notice period, FNF, Rejected or Off-boarded.

Separation Reasons: Shows the reasons of separation. This may give an indication
to the employer about the reasons for which employees are living the organisation and
take steps in that direction if need be.

Employee :

In this section, you can view the employee details as per their status, download the
report, initiate bulk separation and take actions to send exit interview, clearance form,
assets clearance etc.
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When you click on the employee’s name a pop-up will appear, where you can take few
actions in the off-boarding process as described below:

Initiate Off boarding: You can review and accept the resignation request raised by
the employee here.

Exit Interview: In this section, you can take an exit interview to understand the
reasons for off-boarding.

Clearance Form: You can share the clearance form to the employee from here.

Asset clearance: You can initiate the asset clearance from here.

Bulk Separation: You can take actions to bulk separate employees.

“Bulk Separation” allow user to
take actions to bulk separate

Employees.



Checklist :

You can configure settings related to the off-boarding process. You can create
different checklists for assets clearance as per applicability.
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“Create New ” allow user to
create different checklists for

assets clearance as per
applicability.

Other Settings:

Few other settings can be configured here, like:

RM can resign on behalf of employee: By enabling this, you authorize the reporting
manager to resign on behalf of his/her team members.

Auto-trigger Exit Form: You can set auto trigger for the exit form before ‘n’ (configured
number) days of last working days.

Checklist Reminder on last working day: A reminder will be sent to ensure checklist
clearance acknowledgement.

Automate Checklist Trigger: You can automate the process of checklist trigger from
here before ‘n’ (configured number) days of last working day.


